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Zeppelin Mail Drops in Switzerland 1929-Revisite d
New Discoveries

by Michael Peter
In the summer of 1999, our friend Rolan d

Kohl and his associates of the Swiss Airmail
Society came out with the latest edition of th e
Swiss Airmail Handbook . Approximately 70
years earlier, the Graf Zeppelin made mail drop s
in the fall of 1929 during flights to Switzerland
on September 26-28 and October 2 . (See
previous articles in TELL for additional
background . )

It is hard to believe, but items not
previously recorded after over 70 years are stil l
being discovered . It is always fun to make thes e
discoveries of items not listed in the catalog .
Additional significance can be attributed to these
items because they are probably "one of a kind "
for the arrival cancels they received in the city of
the mail drop.

I have come across four items not previously recorded . Interesting that they all are fro m
the Graf Zeppelin flight to Switzerland on September 29, otherwise known as the 3 rd Swiss
Flight .

During the third flight the Graf made drops at Lausanne (unknown quantity of mai l
dropped), Fribourg (464 cards and letters), Eigergletscher and Jungfraujoch (approximately 2 5
each), Zurich (100 cards and letters), Chur (80 cards and letters) and St . Gallen (unknown
quantity) .

Of the four items two are from the

Figure 3 is a card dropped at Zurich; i t
carries a Zurich (continued on page 16)

Figure 1

Figure 2

Fribourg drop and two from the Zurich drop . Figure 1
is a card dropped in Fribourg; it features a
Bahnpost Ambulant arrival cancel from
9/28/29-13 . It bears Swiss franking and has
finder's remarks on the reverse . Figure 2 is
another card dropped on Fribourg ; it features a
Fribourg machine arrival cancel from 9/28/29 -
12-13. It bears Swiss franking and has finder' s
remarks on the front and reverse . The card was
found by members of a school, and the entir e
reverse side is full of handwritten remarks . Due
to the finders remarks they were both wild drop
cards .
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AHPS Annual Meeting a t
BALPEX in August

Plans are well under way for our
2003 annual meeting at BALPEX. This is
a popular World Series of Philately show
that you won't want to miss . The show
will be held at the Marriott Hunt Valle y
Inn . Hunt Valley is a pleasant norther n
suburb of Baltimore, Maryland . Show
dates are Friday August 29 throug h
Sunday August 31 . And of course ,
Monday September 1 is a holiday !

On Friday afternoon, we will have a
Swiss philately seminar . These
informative talks by our members hav e
been quite popular at previous
gatherings. On Saturday morning, we will
have the AHPS business meeting . Social
activities will include our usual Friday
evening dinner outing at a traditional
Baltimore crab house (terrestrial fare wil l
be available for those with seafood
allergies) . We will also have an ad hoc
outing Thursday evening for earl y
arrivals . There will be a swap session on
Sunday morning .

We would like to have a number o f
Swiss exhibits at BALPEX. You may
request a prospectus by mail to BALPEX
Prospectus, c/o Baltimore Philateli c
Society, 1224 N . Calvert St ., Baltimore ,
MD 21202 or by email at balpex@aol .com .
AHPS will have a table in the bourse area ;
volunteers to help man the table are
welcome at any time .

The Marriott Hunt Valley Inn i s
offering a special convention room rate of
$94 for BALPEX attendees . Reservations
can be made through Marriott centra l
reservations at 1-800-228-9290, or by
calling the hotel directly at 1-410-785 -
7000 .

Michael Peter, AHPS
Director, Central Region

Michael was recently elected as a n
AHPS officer. We have enjoyed his article s

May 2003

in TELL and admired his exhibits in stamp
shows, but I invited him to introduce
himself more fully . He graciously wrote
the following . - Ed.

I was born in Kiel, Germany in late
1954 . My family immigrated to the Unite d
States (land of opportunity) in 1959 . After
a brief stay near Philadelphia my family
moved to Minneapolis, Minnesota . I grew
up in this area until I graduated from
high school . Looking for a warmer
climate, I attended the University of Sout h
Florida (Tampa) on a swimming
scholarship . I got a B .A . in Busines s
Administration with an Accounting major .
I took a job with Coopers & Lybrand (now
Pricewaterhouse) in their Ft, Lauderdal e
office and shortly obtained my CPA. I
specialized in the audits of publicly hel d
corporations. During this time I married
my lovely wife Marilyn and we have two
girls (ages 15 and 11) .

In 1985 I bought a manufacturin g
company in St Louis, MO that specialize s
in the manufacture of industrial paint
and coatings .

	

(continued on page 11)
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Switzerland's First Federal Issues :
Ortspost And Poste Locale

by Heinrich K Heissinger

Introductio n

In 1848 the 11 Swiss Cantons formally joined together, creating the state of Switzerland . On
August 1, 1849 a new nation-wide uniform postal system was put in place, replacing the former
independent cantonal systems .

In May of 1850, the first federal stamps were issued : Poste
Locale (PL, Fig : 1) and Ortspost (OP, Fig . 2) . The PL, Zumstein
No. 14, was intended for local mail in the French speaking part o f
Switzerland, the OP, Zumstein No . 13, for the German part of th e
country .

Both were produced in lithography between 1850 and 185 4
by printer Durheim .

Fig . 1 . Poste Locale

	

Fig . 2 . Osts Post

The design
The designer of the first federal issues is not known .

At the time, postal authorities were much concerned about forgeries of their stamps . The
following measures were taken to discourage forgers :

• Lithography printing in two colors .

• An unusually large original stone of 40 types ,
which differ in small details from each other .
This method was adopted from Great
Britain's Penny Black, which used letters fo r
this purpose – the letter lower left indicate d
the row, and the letter lower right indicate d
the column :

• Instead of letters, an intricate pattern of irregula r
wavy lines and scrolls was adopted from Bavaria' s
Number 1

While Bavaria used the same pattern for all
stamps in the sheet, Switzerland used a differen t
pattern for each of the 40 stamps in the sheet, creatin g
40 different types :

The Poste Locale was the original design . Some details of its design were changed for the OP ,
which was designed probably within days of the PL. These changes made the OP more harmonious in
appearance .

The main changes were :

• there are less, but larger `irregular wavy lines and scrolls' .

• the distance between the outer frame lines was increased .

• parts of the outline of the cross are now shaded .

• the size of the letters is slightly larger .

• the `worm' extending into the value area was removed .

Fig . 3 . The Penny Black
Fig . 4. Bavaria No . 1

Fig . 5 Bavaria No . 1

	

Fig . 6 . PL Type 4

	

Fig . 7 . PL Type 5
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The most important change of
design was the removal of the blac k

outline around the cross . This gave us
Zumstein numbers 13 II and 14 II . OP
13 II without frame around the cross is

rare, but PL 14 II is one of the great
Swiss rarities .

Fig . 11 . No . 131 1

The printing and production proces s
The so-called `fine print' of the PL, Zumstein numbe r

14I .1 .01, is believed to come from the first printing run. Its
characteristics are a very fine and even print, and a faint doublin g
of some details, caused by a defective engraver's tool . None of the
later prints is fine enough to show these details .

A separate printing stone was needed for each of the tw o

colors, black and red. The stones had to be aligned correctly . For
this purpose, registration lines in the sheet margins were used .
They can be seen only in stamps with extremely large margins .

This process was not always successful, and a shifted re d
print is not uncommon .

Plate flaws gave us a number of varieties . Figure 16
shows an OP type 18 with plate flaw

Many of these plate flaws were retouched . Figure 1 7
shows a PL type 39, where a large black spot in the lower left
corner was lightened up with scratches .

The finished sheets had 40 stamps in 5 rows of 8 . Before

delivery to the post offices, they were cut vertically betwee n
types 4 and 5 into half sheets of 20 . Only in the very few first
days were full sheets of 40 delivered . From these sheets come
the rare examples of units with adjoining stamps from the left
and right half.

In fall of 1851, supplies of the OP ran out and a limite d
printing was needed before the tax reform of 1/1/1852 .

Unfortunately, the

plate was in poor
shape, with the outer left and the outer right column

unusable. Printer Durheim removed the defective columns

from the stone and replaced them by copying intact columns

in their place. On the left side he used column 3 for thi s

purpose, on the right side column 7 . This gave us a world

rarity: the misplaced types of the Ortspost .

Fia . 8 . PL Zumstein No . 14 I Fig . 9 . OP Zumstein No . 13 I

Fig . 10 . No . 141 1

Fia . 12 . Fine print Fig . 13 . Later prin t

Fig . 14 . Partial black

and red registratio n
lines, lower left

Fig . 15 .

Shifted red p rint

Fig . 18 . Types 3, 4, and 5

Fig . 16 . Zum . 131 .2 .0 7

Apostrophe in front of O

in Ortspost

Fig . 17 . PL Type 3 9
with retouch
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Fig . 19 . Zum . 13 I .2 .16a . Types 39 and 3 9

Using the first horizontal row as an example, it showe d

the following pattern :

Types 3/2/3/4/5/6/7/ 7

Pairs from the right side are of the same type, as shown in

Figure 19, while pairs from the left side are out of numerica l

order .

Postal use

Ortspost and Poste Locale were intended for local letters in larger cities . However, they could

also be used to cover higher rates .

The following reduced illustrations show some of the possible uses .

The rates in force as of 1/10/1849 were applicable to all covers .

Fig . 20 . Local letter . 2 '/2 Rappen

Fig . 21 . Printed matter 1st Rayon . 2 '/2 Rappen

Fig . 22 . Letter 1st Rayon . 5 Rappen

Fig . 23 . Double-weight letter 1st Rayon . 7'/2 Rappe n
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Fig . 24. Printed matter with COD, 1st Rayon .

Printed matter 2'/2 Rp ., min . COD 5 Rappe n

Fig . 26 . Letter with COD, 1st Rayon .

Letter 5 Rp ., COD 1% 7 1/2 Rappen

Fig . 25 . Letter with COD, 1st Rayon .

Letter 5 Rp ., min . COD 5 Rappe n

Fig . 27 . Letter 3rd Rayon . 15 Rappe n

Articles in Other Journals
"A 90-Year old Mystery resolved", by Axe l
Herms in Berner Briefmarken Zeitung Nos
3 and 4 of 2002 .
Until 1908 all Swiss stamps were gumme d
as sheets after printing . In summer of 1908
tests were started to use pre-gummed paper .
This B-paper came in rolls and was
smoother than the A-paper used for sheets .

The gum used for pre-gumming was als o
visually different to the one used fo r
gumming sheets . Stamps printed on
ungummed A-paper between 1908 and 191 1
always show WZ I, while all stamps printe d
on B-paper show WZ II . This was due to the
size difference between sheets and rolls . For
19 stamps

	

(continued on page 11 )
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Civilian Internee Mail in Switzerland
during WW II (1938-1945)

by Ernest L Bergman

Between 1936 and 1945, over 395,000 civilian "refugees" from neighboring countries live d
for various length of time in Switzerland in order to escape prosecution and war ills . More than
one half of these refugees were Jewish, and only towards the end of the war they became a mi-
nority within this group .

Fig . 1 . Oct . 9, 1939. Postcard (front and back) from the Welfare Commission of the Jewish Community, Zürich, informing relatives in non-axi s

countries that the family is alright, a task repeated many, many times during the war .

At first, while money still could be trans-
ferred into Switzerland, many among this grou p
of people, were taken care of by relatives and/o r
friends . They were designated by the Swiss gov-
ernment as "Emigrants" and had to follow strict
rules of the Federal and Cantonal Department s
of Justice and Police. All of these "Emigrants "
had to leave Switzerland again at the earliest
convenient possibility !

Fig . 3 . Feb .16, 1944 . Official and Registered letter from Federa l
Justice and Police Department, Division Police, Work Camp fo r
Internees, Cossonay, a camp for French students working on lan d
reclamation to a company in Cham . Since registered, official stam p
(40 cents) necessary .

Fig . 2 . Jan . 19, 1942 . Registered letter from Federal Police an d

Justice Department, Division Police, Work Camp for Emigrants ,
Central Warehouse, Zürich to Chief of Work Camp for Emigrants ,

Schauenburg, Liestal, Baselland . Since registered, official stam p

(40 cents) necessary .

With the annexation of Austria b
y Germany in 1938, the situation of foreigners i n

Switzerland changed drastically . While the
"Emigrants" entered Switzerland legally, no w
escapees from Nazi Germany tried to use ever y
means to get into Switzerland. From that
point, they were designated as "refugees" .
With the collapse of France in May 1940 ,
many more Jews and Nonjews escaped into
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Fig . 4 . Oct . 31, 1944 . Regular letter, not censored, from a civilia n

in Zürich to Melka Schwarz, Home for Internees at Finhaut, Valais .
This was a small camp for Jewish and non-Jewish refugees with

about 28 female internees .

Fig . 5. Jan . 4, 1942 . Regular letter from the Work Camp for Polis h

Internees at Hedingen on Albis, a camp for Jews from variou s

countries working on land reclamation, to a firm at Zürich .

Switzerland . The Jewish refugees were taken care of before and during WW II by many Swis s
Jewish Relief Organizations (Fig. 1), if not as before by relatives and/or friends . However, many
refugees were interned in "Arbeitslager" (work camps but not "Nazi-like labor" camps!) (Figs . 2
and 3) or special civilian internment camps or homes (Figs . 4 and 5), while others were permit-
ted to work in essential professions, especially agriculture (Fig. 6), which was in desperate nee d
for help since most able-bodied Swiss were on and off in military service .

All foreigners in Switzerland were unde r
the jurisdiction of the Federal Department o f
Justice and Police which involved therefore also
the civilian internees as well as these homes
(Fig. 4) and camps (Fig . 2) even though some of
the camps were guarded by the Swiss Army .
On the other hand, the military internment
camps were under the jurisdiction of the Swis s
army. Furthermore, mail from civilian intern-
ees in homes, camps or otherwise never ha d
"postage-free" privileges, as did mail from all
military internees .

Fig . 6 . July 5, 1943 . Letter from an interned Pole who was per-

mitted to work off camp for Ulrich Wettstein, farmer of Balten-
swil/Zürich due to worker shortage in agriculture . The BIE
forerunner stamp without postage value (BIE had postage fre e

privileges) must be interpreted like a prepaid return envelope .
There was no censorship of mail from internees and refugees
permitted to work in the private sector when sent directly throug h
civilian mail service .

Generally there was no Swiss civilian
mail censorship of incoming or outgoing (inter-
nal or international) mail ; however, suspicious
items, perhaps connected with sabotage

, espionage or illegal money transfers, were opened b y
the Swiss Postal Administration and sealed with
a special label (Fig . 7) . Only on June 26, 1940
did Switzerland invoke mail censorship for al l
foreign military internees except for interned

Fig . 7 . Sept. 20, 1943 . A suspicious letter addressed to ICRC i n

Geneva which was opened by the PTT Regional Administration i n

Lausanne (Sept. 25, 1943) and sealed with special PTT labe l

(printed 1940) . WHY opened? No stamp, no "official" or "postag e

free" remark ; very questionable sender and return address, enve-
lope liner not removed, a must for Internee mail .

May 2003
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Fig . 8. May 7, 1941 . A regular, civilian letter from Fehraltdorf
(Zürich) to a doctor in Binningen (Basel) which was opened an d
censored by the Swiss military . Why?

Fig .10 . Feb . 1, 1941 . Postcard from a civilian in Basel t

o Strasbourg (Alsace, occupied by Germany). Censured by Swiss,ind i
cated by one-line rubber stamp "Feldpostdirektion" (Army Ma i
Service) and date in ink 1-31-41 . Also censored by OKW Frankfurt

Fig . 9. Feb . 28, 1945 . Regular postcard to a civilian in St .Gallen
from a Jewish refugee, just liberated from Concentration Camp
Theresienstadt who arrived by special train on Feb . 7, 1945 an d
was transferred to the Refugee Camp Adliswil near Zürich . This
was a Refugee Reception Camp under the control of the Swiss
Territorial Commando 4, hence "Zensuriert" a military censorship
on civilian mail . Postage was necessary, because it was a civilia n
camp without "postage free" privileges .

escaped Prisoners of War . Hence, while offi-
cially there was no censorship of civilian mai l
in Switzerland, it must however, be under -
stood that now and then, depending on spe-
cific situations, it occurred (Figs . 8, 9, and 10) .

Therefore civilian internee mail in Swit-
zerland is not always easily identifiable . Clues
to identification can be addresses with name
of home or camp, sender's address, and ofte n
what is written inside the envelope or on th e
postcard .

References
Bergman, E.L., personal experiences in Switzerland 1936-1946 .

List of Camps and Homes for Emigrants and Internees in Switzerland, Appendix V . American
Jewish Congress Book 1944 .

Rüttimann Ed, Die Post-Vermerk-Etikettten der
Schweiz von 1882 bis 1943. Buchdruckerei
zum Basler Berichthaus AG., Basel
(H.L.Katcher, The Amateur Collector Ltd .
London, England )

Schild . G., "Die Post der Internierten in der
Schweiz 1940-1946 . Administration" Der Ganz-
sachensammler, Rosmarie Schild, Rainmat-
tstrasse 3, CH-3011 Bern. pp 40 .

Schweizerzeit-Schriftenreihe Nr . 29, 1998 .
"Schweizerische Selbstbehauptung während
des Zweiten Weltkrieges ." Schweizerzeit Verlags
AG, CH 8416 Flaach, pp. 335.

AHPS Auction 125
Prices realized
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Michael Peter, AHPS
Director, Central Regio n
(continued from page 3) I continue to resid e
in St. Louis .

My philatelic endeavors started at a
very young age . My father was and still i s
a German stamp collector . (current
president of the GPS) He used to take m e
along when he visited the local stam p
shops of Minneapolis on the weekend.
When I showed a little interest, he told m e
Switzerland would be a great area to
collect. At the time he knew they issued a
reasonable amount of stamps and I could
even afford a subscription service thru the
PTT. As a young man I appreciated th e
attractive and good looking stamps . I
especially liked the animals that were on
many of the semi-postal issues of the 50' s
and 60's. In my early teens he bought me
a small collection of the standing Helvetia .
This would keep me busy with the variou s
color shades and I was always on the
lookout for varieties in this issue .

Like most collectors, when I went to
college the stamps were put into a box .
After establishing my family and career ,
the box came out and I got back into
collecting again. It did not take long for
me to become "complete" in Switzerland.
I needed a specialty. I was also very
fortunate to meet Dr . Heinrich Heissinge r
in St. Louis. He became my mentor and
showed me that I was a long way fro m
being complete . He encouraged me to
find a specialty. He showed me examples
of varieties I had only seen in auction
catalogs and Zumstein . He taught me
about the classics . (and continues to
teach me in this area)

I always liked the airmail stamps of
Switzerland . They are the most attractive
of all the airmail stamps in the world . I
also had a nice collection of Zeppelin mail .
This was the first of my "specialties" . I
consider Roland Kohl a good friend; he
has always been very kind to answer my
questions about Zeppelin mail . I have

also been able to meet and know othe r
significant collectors in this area,
including Cheryl Ganz and Dieter Leder ,
who have helped me accumulate my
knowledge of the Zeppelin era . Later I
also started to collect varieties of 1900 on .
Recently, I have started a collection of th e
Light Blue Rayon of 1851 (Zumstein 17 II )
concentrating on the printing stones .
Business takes me to Detroit where I try
to hook up with Ralph Soderberg . He too
has always been kind enough to share his
vast knowledge with me .

A common theme has developed :
collectors who share a similar interest
and are willing to share their knowledge
and help a "young" collector along.

I enjoy sharing my hobby with
others and this is the reason I like to
write articles . It is also the reason I have
gotten into exhibiting. It is a magnificen t
way to share our knowledge and get
others interested in our great hobby . I
recently finished my judging
apprenticeship with the APS . I need to
take a seminar, and then I will be a n
accredited APS judge . I felt this was a
good avenue to take to improve my
exhibiting skills . I have not been
disappointed in this regard . I hope more
members get involved in exhibiting and
judging. We need more knowledgeabl e
Swiss judges who are members of the
AHPS . As the recently elected central
regional director I look forward to meeting
other members of the AHPS around th e
country .

Articles in other journals
(continued from page 7) printed during the
test period, some Tell, Helvetia with Sword ,
Helvetia Bust and postage die 23C, both
papers were used, and consequently they can
be found with WZ I and WZ II .

Between 1914 and 1936 another 2 0
stamps were issued printed on the
ungummed, coarser A-paper . It is likely that
the smoother B-paper was not well adapted
for printing by line (continued on page 15)
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

Recently my wife and I were driving down to the Outer Banks of North Carolina [for thos e
of you who worried about us being in danger of hurricanes, it is a seven hour drive on inter -
states to get from Asheville to the coast . North Carolina is a big state) and drove through th e
city of New Bern, North Carolina . Imagine my surprise when I saw a huge replica of the coat of
arms of Bern in a landscaped area at one of the freeway exits . This piqued my interest as a goo d
Swiss collector so I delved into New Bern's history . New Bern was founded in 1710 by Swiss and
German adventurers lead by Baron Christopher de Graffenried . The good Baron was from Bern ,
Switzerland, hence the name of the town he founded. New Bern served as the colonial capital o f
North Carolina.

In 1896 the residents of Bern, Switzerland, presented the flag of Bern to New Bern and
declared the town to be a "daughter" of Bern . There are still strong ties between the new and old
Berns . In fact, the de Graffenried family holds their reunions in New Bern periodically . As an
aside, New Bern's other claim to fame is as the home of Pepsi Cola, originally known as Brad's
Drink. It was created in 1898 by Caleb Bradham at Bradham's Pharmacy in New Bern .

You may wonder why I'm telling you all this . You probably know that there are many cit-
ies and towns in the United States with a Swiss connection . Not far from Asheville is the town o f
Little Switzerland named for the similarity of the mountains to those of Switzerland . One of our
Swiss members, Erwin A . Sautter-Hewitt of Zumikon, is a collector of US postmarks from town s
named Zurich . He is trying to put together a story on the towns of Zurich all over the world and
is looking for help in getting covers from the three US Zurichs . There is a Zurich in Kansas and
Montana and a Lake Zurich in Illinois . I don't know if there is still a post office in these towns
but maybe one of you has a cover from one of them you'd be willing to part with for Herr Saut-
ter-Hewitt's collection. If you do, drop me a line or send me an e-mail at the addresses shown a t
the beginning of this issue of TELL and I will put you in touch with Herr Sautter-Hewitt .

For those of you wondering what the other Zurichs of the world are, there is a Zurich in
Ontario province, Canada, and also one in the Harlingen region of the Netherlands .

I don't know how many of you noticed the resurrection of the fine old name of Courvoisie r
on the new medicinal plants definitives issued on March 6, 2003 . As you probably remember ,
Hélio Courvoisier S .A. ceased production of postage stamps on May 21, 2001 . The British firm
of Walsall Security Printers Ltd. purchased the presses and rights to the name Courvoisier . The
medicinal definitives are the first Swiss postage stamps printed by Courvoisier Security Printers ,
a trading division of Walsall .

To commemorate the resurrection of the name of Courvoisier, Walsall gave out a souvenir
sheet at Amphilex 2002 in Amsterdam in August and September 2002 . I have obtained a cop y
of the sheet which is shown below . It shows the British Houses of Parliament and what appear s
to be a village in Switzerland, each in its own circular "stamp" .

The Sales and Marketing Manager wrote me to say that M . Hutin, who showed my wife
and me around Courvoisier -

in La Chaux-de-
Fonds a few years ago, is
still representing Cour-
voisier out of Neuchâtel .
He also invited me to tour
the new Courvoisier plant
in England the next time
I'm over there . So stay
tuned; maybe you'll see a
sequel to my article on
the Swiss Courvoisie r
plant .
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Harlan Stone has provided me with an answer to Bruce Marsden's question in the last is -
sue of TELL about some Swiss postal cards . Harlan says he has about 10 copies of the car d
Bruce asked about . Harlan states :

On some the border design is both clear and blurred . Heavier lettering, es-
pecially in the "rr" of "correspondance," appears on the cards with partly blurre d
borders . No cards have completely blurred borders (nor does Bruce's) . No card
has horizontal lines around the cross, only vertical lines, but some of the vertica l
lines are indistinct and muddy . I think the "messy" cards are just examples of
poor printing. The specialized Zumstein catalog mentions only thin and thick pa -
per stock .

Thanks, Harlan, for your help on this question .

Member Henry Wilhelmi has a question twen-
tieth century hotel "cancellations ." He has a pos t
card with a June 17, 1925, Lugano cancellation wit h
an additional hotel "cancellation" reading "Ho-
tel/Walter/ Lugano". The postcard shows the Hote l
Beau Rivage au Lac - Lugano Paradiso with an X
marked on one of the windows of the hotel . Henry
assumes the writer of the post card was staying a t
the pictured hotel and was pointing out his room.
The card is written in what Henry thinks is Danish
(the card was addressed to Denmark) so he can't get
a clue from the message . Henry goes on to say :

I don't know why the car
d contains the "Hotel Walter" stamp, al -

though I have read that Swiss hotels
were known to accept mail from non-
guests entering the hotel and often
stamped it before delivery to the pos t
office. The Zumstein catalog is silent on
such practices after the formal "Hotel
Post and Hotel Stamps" period ended in
1899. I have not been able to find other
information .

Henry wants to know if anyone has a plausible explanation for the "Hotel Walter" stam p
on the card, other than the obvious that the writer had already checked out of the Beau Rivage
and wrote the card later and dropped it off at the Walter . He also would like to know if this wa s
a common practice in the first half of the 20 th century and if such items are of any specia

l interest to collectors.

Member Mitch George has a question regarding used Swiss official stamps . He wants to
know what constitutes a "collectable, philatelically valid cancellation " on an official stamp . He
says he has a copy of a block of four of Zumstein D .VI .18 (the 90c OMS overprint) with a can-
cellation of Geneva 10 - Nations Unies dated June 11, 1953 . His question is the Geneva 10 can-
cellation used exclusively on UN offices' mail? If he has a stamp with only a fragment of a
cancellation on it, if the fragment reads "Geneva 10" or "Nations Unies" can he have confidence
that it is a proper, non-philatelic cancellation?

If you can help our members with either of these questions, drop me a line or an e-mail
and I will report back in a future column .

Ernie Bergman has provided answers to a couple of items from last issue's column . First ,
with regard to the American internee covers illustrated courtesy of Dwight Mears . Ernie says
that the covers went through the standard Swiss procedure for such letters if the internee's ad -
dress was incorrect. He goes on to say that he is aware of at least two internment camps i n
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Switzerland for Americans, one in Adelboden (Camp Malony) and the other in Davos . Since Lt.
Sykes was not in the Adelboden camp, officials forwarded it to the camp in Davos . The covers
received the Adelboden camp cancel which was the normal procedure for outgoing mail . In-
coming mail did not receive arrival cancellations . Ernie concludes by noting that the letters

were censored in the United States as well as in Germany (in Berlin) . Thanks for a very infor-
mative response .

Ernie also provided the answer to our question regarding a Swiss postcard which, in lie u
of a stamp, is franked with a black ink rubber stamp which reads "Eidgenossisches Kriege

Commissariat." Ernie translates this rubber stamp as the "Swiss Federal War Commission Of-
fice." Ernie states that this office was a part of the whole Swiss army structure and dealt with
mobilization planning issues such as who reports where, rationing, transportation, etc . Again,
thanks Ernie for this insight into the military organization of Switzer -
land .

There are two new K-cancels to report this time . The first of
these is from the village of 7558 Strada in canton Graubünden . The
cancel (K-cancel 1613) was placed in service on March 3, 2003 . The
cancel publicizes the museum of printing, Museum Stampa -Ria .

The second new cancel is actually a re -
placement for and is identical to an earlier K -
cancel except for the change in the PLZ . This
replacement K-cancel is No . 904a for 1188 St-
George in canton Vaud . The previous PLZ was 1261 and was changed
to 1188 on May 1, 2002 . The old cancel was taken out of service on tha t
date and the new cancel was placed in service on March 3, 2003 . The
K-cancel shows the auberge "Au Cavalier" and its sign. The sign was
the subject of the 80c + 40c value of the 1983 Pro Patria set (Zumstein
WII.201) .

Now for the list of post office changes for the past couple of months .

1. On January 31, 2003, the following post offices were closed :

1352 Agiez (canton Vaud )
3473 Alchenstorf (canton Bern)
6947 Bigorio (canton Ticino )
1353 Bofflens (canton Vaud )
1645 Le Bry (canton Fribourg)
1927 Chemin (canton Valais )
7272 Davos Clavadel (canton Graubünden )

1186 Essertines- sur-Rolle (canton
Vaud)

1643 Gumefens (canton Fribourg)
5318 Mandach (canton Aargau )
1565 Missy (canton Vaud)
1638 Morlon (canton Fribourg )
6832 Seseglio (canton Ticino) [K-cancel

1000 was last used on that date ]
3226 Treiten (canton Bern )
6575 Vairano (canton Ticino )
8615 Wermatswil (canton Zürich )

[K-cancel 991 was last use d
on that date ]

2. On February 28, 2003, the following post
offices were closed :
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2043 Boudevilliers (canton Neuchâtel )
2207 Coffrane (canton Neuchâtel) [K-

cancel 1478 was last used on that date ]
2914 Damvant (canton Jura) [K-cance l

1519 was last used on that date ]
3284 Fräschels (canton Fribourg)
1708 Fribourg 8 Hôpital Cantonal (canton Fribourg)
5317 Hettenschwil (canton Aargau)
6295 Mosen (canton Luzern)
2912 Réclère-Roch e-d'Or (canton Jura) [K-cancel 773b was last used on that date ]
8482 Sennhof (Winterthur) (canton Zürich )
8909 Zwillikon (canton Zürich )

3. On March 1, 2003, the following post offices were closed :

6919 Carabietta (canton Ticino)
6721 Ludiano (canton Ticino)
6721 Motto (Blenio) (canton Ticino )
6714 Semione (canton

Ticino)

4. On March 15, 2003, the pos t
office at 3000 Bern 7 Kornhaus
closed and on March 17, 2003 ,
it reopened at 3000 Bern 7
Bärenplatz .

That's it for this time.
Keep the questions -- and an-
swers -- coming. And tell your
friends about our web site .
They just might become mem-
bers .

Articles in Othe r
Journals
(continued from page 7) en-
graving. These stamps have ei-
ther WZ I or WZ II. All of these
have larger sizes, requiring dif-
ferent ways of cutting the paper
into sheets .

Stamps printed on B-
paper after 1928 have either WZ
I or WZ II, depending on size .

Zumstein Nos 101, 13 3
and 135 were also printed be-
tween 1908 and 1910, when
both papers were in use side b y
side . Theoretically they could b e
found with both WZ, but no WZ
II has been found so far . Such
a stamp would be quite a rarity .
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Zeppelin Mail Drops in Switzerland 1929-Revisite d
New Discoveries

Figure 3 Figure 4

(continued from page 1) Briefverstand arrival cancel dated 9/28/29-15 . It bears Swiss franking .
Figure 4 was also dropped in Zurich and bears a Zurich 1 Briefverstand machine cancel from
9/28/29-17-18 ; it too bears Swiss franking.

These recent discoveries make for exciting Graf Zeppelin treasures and I continue th e
hunt for more . When you really think about it, that's what we all are -- "hunters" of philateli c
treasures .

Another Discovery
On August 1, 1929 the Graf Zeppelin began a flight to America with a landing a t

Lakehurst and a flight around New York City . This flight was also considered the beginning o f
the its World Flight of 1929 . On its return flight to Friedrichshafen which started on August 7 ,
1929, it flew over Basel, where 50 cards and letters were dropped on August 10, 1929 . As it
continued to Friedrichshafen 30 cards and letters were dropped at Schaffhausen-Neuhause n

The Swiss Airmail Catalog denotes that items carried on the return flight of August 10 ,
1929 . were franked with German stamps (Typ e
II) . Figure 5 shows an unfranked postcard with
the Neuhausen/Schaffhausen arrival cancel. It
was written by crewmember H .C . Flemming
(watch officer) to his wife. This should be
denoted in the Swiss Airmail catalog as a Type
III item (unfranked) . Why this card was not
franked and why this item does not bear
postage due is not known. The Swiss Catalog #
is 10 B. in the Zeppelin section or Sieger 27 d .

To err is human. To blame it on
somebody else is still more human .

Plan

	

to

	

attend/exhibit at these

	

AHPS
Conventions and shows:

BALPEX August 29-31 2003 -- Baltimore,
MD (see article on page 3 )

ROMPEX May 2004 -- Denver, Colorado

MEGA-EVENT, Spring 2005 -- New York, NY

WESTPEX, April 2006 -- San Francisc o
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